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EDITOR’S
NOTES

ROSENBLATT

’ve spoken often about the need to go to woodworking classes to
gain knowledge and practice you won’t often get elsewhere. It’s a
concentrated time when you are surrounded by other woodworkers, and generally in a shop setting with tools and setups you can’t get
anywhere else. You very quickly take for granted that the tools are
there for you to use; that you don’t have to wheel anything around to
use it; they all have excellent dust collection; and if you need a piece
of scrap wood for something, it’s actually just there for you to use.

I

Last week was my fifth week at the Marc Adams School of
Woodworking, just outside of Indianapolis. I’ve also had wonderful
times at the Connecticut Valley School of Woodworking in
Manchester, CT. and Anderson Ranch in Snowmass Village just outside of Aspen, CO. Sometimes the logistics are tough: you have to fly
there more often than not, you have to then ship your tool there and
back, and get your project home also. But they are almost always
worth it. The teachers you get are a veritable who’s who of the woodworking world: Michael Fortune (and yes, I had to name him
first!),Garrett Hack, Will Neptune, Phil Lowe, Steve Latta, Bob van
Dyke, Patrick Edwards, Marc Adams. Their work will totally blow
you away; their teaching skills are incredible. Plus you can rub elbows
with other woodworkers teaching other classes and learn even more.
So am I writing this to gloat? No, only to let you know that I am the
speaker for the August meeting on a subject I am an acknowledged
non expert on: Glues and adhesives. But in a case ofabsolute
serendipity, one of the product engineers from Franklin (makers of
Titebond) was in my marquetry class, and Bob was kind enough to
spend a long time giving us a slide show and talk. I took six pages of
notes, and that is what I am communicating to the members tonight.
Not my expertise, but the report of a true expert in an ignored part
of woodworking.
And also, I have to give credit where credit is due: I mentioned how
great Vix bits were just a month after Dan Jackson mentioned how
great they were. I guess I just forgot to write that it was Dan who
reminded me of their use. Sorry and thanks Dan.
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SECRETARY’S NOTES

JIM HEICK

ur July Meeting was started around 7:00pm. The “Roundtable” demonstrations were set up
and ready to go. Special thanks to all members who participated.

O

The Carvers were represented by Iris and Rich Zimmerman, Steve Blakely and the Reardon’s.
The Turners were represented by Mike Josiah, Hugh White, Marty Platt and Max Reff.
Scrollers were represented by Joe Pascucci.
Charlie Morehouse demonstrated various sharpening techniques.
Joe Bottigliere and Daryl Rosenblatt set up the plane shaving demonstration. Joe and Daryl instructed the members on the various planes and sharpening techniques. All were invited to try. (Editor’s
note: Joe did all the work, I just got to have fun)
Thanks goes out to Mike Daum and Jim Macallum for assisting members with registering for the
Club website. Mike and Jim took members through the registration process and adding profile information. I assisted with taking photos of the members and adding them to their profile.
Raffle winners were:
Bob Schendorff
Ray Bohm
Dan Jackson

The annual club Show and Exhibit will be Sat. Nov 8th and Sunday Nov.9th. Setup will be Friday
Nov.7th. More details to follow.
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TURNER’S GUILD

MIKE JOSIAH

The July 10th turners meeting started at roughly 7 PM led by President for life Steve Fulgoni
The general opinion on the Phoenix symposium is that it was good, just not very busy. Next year it’s in Pittsburgh
Huntington Art League Dues are due $120 for the year. Please give or send your check to Joe Bottigliere
Next Month’s meeting is Pen turning. Bring your Lathe’s please. All pens turned will be used for the Freedom Pen
Program. Free Pens For service men and service woman stationed overseas. Predrilled wood blanks and pen kits will
be provided.
Tonight’s meeting is on tool techniques. What makes a tool a tool? A lathe a lathe?
Metal Lathe. Fixed tool, controlled feed and speed. Tools don’t need to be super sharp. No need to rub the bevel Support is provided by lathe fixtures
Wood lathe. Generally tool is hand held, tools need to be extremely sharp (because wood is fibrous). Rubbing the
bevel is critical for Support
Wood planes have chip breakers, bowl gouges use the flute to break the chips
Tool steel types:
Carbon steel gets sharper than any other steel but dulls quickly. Most hand carving tools are carbon steel.
High Speed steel (HSS) gets very sharp but not quite as sharp as Carbon steel. The big difference is HSS stays sharp
much longer. It’s much more wear resistant and resistant to impacts. Some HSS metal types are M2, M4, M42. Jerry
Glaser years ago came up is a different steel mixture. CPM 10V and 15V. CPM steel is a tool steel made by the
Crucible Particle Metallurgy process, designed to provide maximum resistance to breakage and chipping in a highly
wear-resistant steel. Jerry added in 10% (or 15% in a few cases) vanadium to make the steel harder and allow much
sharper tools that still keep their edge a long time.

Scrapers:
Cutting Angle is basically 90° (The angle is about 85 for the grind)
Scrapers rely on a burr from the grinder to do the cutting. Too much of a relief angle weakens the tool and tends to
cause tear out in the wood.
Negative Rake scrapers are much less aggressive and minimize tear out. A negative rake scraper has a secondary grind
on the top of the tool.
Scrapers are best used on the outside of a bowl with the cutting edge at or slightly above the center but do not leave
as nice a tool finish as a sharp gouge.
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Carbide tools offer less catches and are fairly easy to use. (Some designs are very forgiving) and stay sharp a very long
time. They cannot be sharpened and are never as sharp as a HSS tool. The cutters are replaceable and care needs to
be taken not to damage them as they are brittle and can be chipped.
They do not give as good a tool finish as a properly sharpened HSS tool.
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BOB SCHENDORF

Hey Bob
Why is it when your name is on the front door none of your people ever holler out to you because they have good
news?
“Hey Bob, why don’t you come over here a minute. The boys and I have written a song in your honor, and we’d like
to perform it for you!”
Or; “Hey Bob, come on over by the front door, the parade we’ve organized to show our appreciation is about to start!”
No, it’s usually more like; “Hey Bob, you know there’s a big scratch in that table you just finished?” or “Hey Bob, we
need this” or “we need that. Three thousand square feet of shop space, so full of crap that I can’t even stand it, and
there is always something they need. And there is a direct correlation to what and how much they need and how
much money is in the bank. The more expensive the need, the smaller my balance.
Once, just once it would be so nice to hear; “ Hey Bob, I really screwed this one up, let me replace those materials
for you, and why don’t you just dock my pay for the last two days I’ve wasted?”
Still I feel that good people are your most valuable resource.
I’m pretty sure they feel the same way about me, because I recently overheard them referring to me as a “big tool”. I
guess its shop slang for being a valuable part of the team! I wanted to say; “Hey guys! Right back at ya!”, but I didn’t want them to feel like they have no privacy. That’s why I converted that old coat closet into a break room for them,
so they can feel like they have their own space, while on their six minute break......er...every other day.
The break room was quite comfortable, but now that we have two full time guys, we had to take the stool out so they
can go on break together.
Now I know what you’re thinking “Hey Bob, where do the guys put their coats?”
Oh, that’s an easy one! We never turn up the heat in the shop enough that they’d have to take their coats off. We are
reducing our carbon footprint while improving production! If you’re cold work harder and faster, it will warm you
right up!
The summer is a little bit more tricky. Since the shop is on the back of the building, the air doesn’t move around that
much. The boys seemed to struggle with my “no sweating” in July and August policy a little bit, but they’ve adjusted. It’s all in the leadership, you have to inspire them and they will rise to the challenge.
I guess since we are discussing employees, we should address wages. I don’t really get all of the hullabaloo about this
minimum wage thing, to me there is no such thing, I can easily minimize my guys salary to less then that number
on that government poster Harry says we have to put up in the bathroom. (I should read that someday) It’s just
math, pick an amount less then then the amount on the poster, multiply it by the amount of hours they’ve worked,
subtract a little for all of the mistakes they’ve made and all of the headaches they’ve caused you over the last week,
and there you have it.
Telling me I can’t pay someone less than a number on a poster is a defeatist attitude! Sure I can! Can’t means I won’t!
How are you ever going to run a successful business if you’re going to start taking orders from some silly poster!
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Employees are the biggest portion of your overhead. Not just the salary they expect you to pay them once in a while
and the material they waste, but also little things, like additional utility costs. For example, do they have to leave all
of those lights on? Isn’t it bad enough that they have all of those powerful saws and other assorted bladed machines
running? Do they have to have the lights on while running them?
Also, since they are always complaining about working from sunrise to sunset, and never getting to see the Sun, why
don’t they go out side once on a while to... well you know....relieve themselves, thus reducing my cost of doing business and conserving natural resources while doing your business!
Ah, joys of being your own boss! File them under “Be careful what you wish for!”

The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
If you have an item or series of items you would like listed, just email the editor at:
darylmros@gmail.com
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